
HomeLife Under Cabinet LED Lights Reviews 

 
A popular trend in home design for 2019 is adding DIY under cabinet lighting in your 
kitchen.  This is an easy way to dress up your kitchen cabinets and make them look spectacular 
without spending a fortune.  One particular brand that is leading this charge is the Homelife LED 
Bar lights.  In this Homelife LED Light review you will learn why you should invest in these 
inexpensive lights to spruce up your kitchen. 
 

Homelife Motion Sensor LED Lights 

 
Everyone wants a more modern looking kitchen and keep up with the latest trends.  Under 
cabinet lighting has always been of interest to many people but no one wants to spend 
thousands of dollars it would potentially cost to hire an electrician to install lights.   
 

 
 
Compare Homelife LED Lights with the top selling Under Cabinet lights on 
Amazon.  Consider the URPower Motion Sensor Light.  It has over 2,100 customer 
reviews and 62% of customers rated the product 5 stars, click to read Amazon reviews!!  
 
With the Homelife LED Bars there’s no need for an electrician and no expensive price tag.  They 
provide plenty of light and have a number of features: 
 
Motion Sensor 

 
These lights utilize smart technology.  They are activated by a motion sensor.  The motion 
detectors turn the lights on automatically when there is movement within 10 feet.  You won’t 
need to turn them on but instead when you are in distance they will automatically turn on and 
turn off within 15 to 18 seconds when you walk away.   
 
Easy To Install 

https://amzn.to/2LMGcPW
https://amzn.to/2LMGcPW


 
You won’t need a screwdriver or screws to attach the Homelife LED lights to your 
cabinets.  They are attached with a peel and stick approach.  A strong adhesive is attached to 
the light bar.  You simply peel away the coating and place it underneath the cabinet.  No drilling 
holes is necessary. 
 
Smart LED Lighting Technology 
 

 
 
The Homelife lights are powered by rechargeable AAA batteries that will last up to 100,000 
hours without needing a battery charge.  Each light bar has installed 10 LED ultra-bright lights.  
These powerful LED lights will illuminate the area you’re trying to brighten. 
 
Door sensor 

 
Homelife lights also has a door sensor option that will turn on the lights automatically when you 
open your door.  It will also turn off by itself after a few seconds. 
 
On Amazon.com one of the best selling under cabinet lighting products is the URPower 
Motion Sensor Light.  It has over 2,100 customer reviews and 62% of customers rated the 
product 5 stars, click to read Amazon reviews!!  
 

Homelife Light Bars Installation Instructions 

 
Remember this is a simple DIY installation that only takes a couple minutes from beginning to 
end.   
 

https://amzn.to/2LMGcPW
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Insert AAA batteries 
Remove adhesive strip from the back of the light 
Stick the light to your desired location 
There is a magnetic strip that allows you to remove the light and easily re-attach it whenever 
you need to replace batteries 
 
Places Lights Can Be Used 

 
If you can think outside the box for a minute you can see many different areas around your 
home that could use these Homelife motion sensor LED lights.  Here are some areas that 
customers are enjoying these lights: 
 
Under-cabinets 
Inside cabinets 
Staircases 
Closets 
In basement 
Along baseboards 
In glove compartment 
In hallway 
Inside drawers 
In garage tool shed 
In pantry 
Toilet area 
 
The great thing about the adhesive that is attached to the light bar is it will stick to almost any 
surface.   
 
Light Bar Costs 

 
Most people that purchase the Homelife under cabinet lights typically purchase more than one 
because they already see the areas in their home where they can use these.  Here is a 
breakdown of the costs of the Homelife lights: 
 
Cost 
1 - $19.95 
3 - $49.95 
5 - $79.95 
10 - $149.95 
20 - $199.95 
 
Each light comes with a No Hassle Returns option and a 90 days of purchase for a full refund if 
you’re not satisfied with the product.  You also receive a 1 year warranty. 
 
I hope this Homelife LED Light review was a big help for deciding if you want to take the next 
step in adding more light to your kitchen/home. 
 
Compare Homelife LED Lights with the top selling Under Cabinet lights on 
Amazon.  Consider the URPower Motion Sensor Light.  It has over 2,100 customer 
reviews and 62% of customers rated the product 5 stars, click to read Amazon reviews!!  
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